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kT woodland and marsh, has been the 
serious obstacle in the west.

Two long persistent attacks were 
made, along the Schlossberg-Chikovo 
line, but both broke down completely 
The more recfent attacks have been 
over the somewhat wider front, ff*oih 
Illukst to a point about eight mites 
south-west of Dvinsk along the Novo 
Alexandrovsk road. It has resulted in 
some small advantages in tpe vicinity
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A Graphic Description of the Country n 
Which the Germans Have Been Labor
ing so Unsuccessfully the Past fiTwo 
Months—^-With Ëqual Stores bf Muni
tions the Russians Have Proved Them- 
selves a Match for the Invaderst

of Illukst, where a part atj Feast of 
the town seems to be now In German 
hands. Somewhat to the south, in 
the vicinity of the Dryswiaty Lake 
the advantage seems to be all with 
the Russians.

Summed up, the situation in this 
entire section seems to be a stand-off 
The Germans have spent two months 

last minute they opened the way to re- ] in attacks that have produced nothing 
treat, so that the trap was sprung too | except a great loss in effectives which

they could ill afford. The Russians 
The German attention was then I have clung tenaciously to their lines,

turned to Dvinsk and at the same time I also losing heavily, which is not a
an intermittent revival of the fighting serious matter with them, and taking

On the Russian front, the week has along the Mitau-Riga road was no- such opportunities as are afforded to
been characterized by great activity ticed: Now, the attack everywhere | strike back,
on both ends of the line. On the Rus- else being unsuccessful, the Germans 
sian right, the Dvinsk-Riga railroad 
has still remained the main German 
objective, first Riga and then Dvnsk 
being the centre of attack. Against 
both points the attacks so far have as vigorously as they were from the I fensive operations. But they are suf-
been failures, and as the Germans southwest some weeks ago. But the fering a handicap they have not be
have been thrown back at one they ! result is the same—the Teutons have fore been laboring under in the east 
have shifted the attack to the other— been unable to advance. | —the Russian munitionment in size
and so it has gone on for weeks with 
practically no change in the general 
situation.

?

^ military expert, reviewing _> the 
situation in the region of Riga, 

which the Germans have been mak
ing desperate efforts to capture, 
writes as follows in the New York 
Times : —
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I HEARN & COMPANYThe Germans, of course, may yet 
have again shifted and are attacking I succeed. They are undoubtedly con- 
from the west along the line of the structing some means of crossing the 
Windau-Riga road, west of Schlok. marshes, either bridges or roads or 
Here the attacks are being pressed both, in preparation for further of-
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8t Join’s, Newfouilul.

The German Army in this sector and quality is equal to theirs, 
extends generally east and west to SPECIAL TO OUTPORT 

-SHOP-KEEPERS-
*2 E South of Dvinsk there has been but !'I

#Jacobstaadt, where it turns and runs little activity until ^.Volhynia 
The topographical features of the' south

>and
From a point on the railroad I Galicia are reached. This is an en- 

Riga section in so far as they have1 about five miles north-east of Tukum, tirely logical condition. The Russians ;
!any military bearing have already] the German line generally parallels some months ago retreated behind 

been pretty thoroughly discussed in the banks of the River Olai. Hhere is the Pripet Marshes west of the Vila- 
these reviews. With the accompany-] another excellent defensive screen, Rovno system of railroads. Here the 
ing detailed may, however, it will be and firmly entrenched behind it, they front on which either side can oper- 
possible to get a more thorough graspJ forced the Germans to turn south J ate is small, and while it is true the 
of what the country is like, wThere the along the border of the Tirul Swamps. Russians have only to guard certain 
German lines run and what they are ' Although it is not known as a fact, passages across the marshes,
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UNEQUALLED, but best of all the quality 
is such that you will have no remnants left 
over. All will sell at a good profit.
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trying to accomplish. j the probabilities are that at this point same holds true with the Teutons.

Although the operations in front of the German Army is divided, one sec- With comparatively small numbers, 
Dvinsk have for the!/ object the city! tion of it operating west of the marsh, therefore, the Russians can be held 
of Riga, and to that extent are a part^ust south of Schlok, the other east in position while the balance of the 
of the Riga operations, viewed as ’ot the marsh along the road from | Teuton army can be used in other 
battles Riga and Dvinsk are entirely}Mitau. - The line continues east from j operations, 
different in their main features, and Olai to Jacobstaadt, where it turns

1
:

1Wholesale Dry Goods and Commission 
Merchants, 106-108 New Gower St.
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i■Iffk It is from this front, in all probabil-

will therefore be treated separately. | south in Jront of the Lutsk-Dvinsk I ity, that von Hindenburg has drawn 
The attack on Riga itself really. railroad. X his reinforcements. The front in the

began from the southwest along the 11 is the Takum-Jacobstaadt sec- Pinsk region has, therefore, been 
line of railroad leading to Riga from ^on this line that has been particu- very quiet. This operates in favor 
Mitau, the latter town being used as larl>' active this past week. But the of the ‘ Russians, who thus hâve a 
a base for the operations .This was Russian defensive is still stronger heeded opportunity to 
the natural and logical plan because Than the German attack. At no point their forces which had been more or
of the many railroads centering in along this line have the Russians less shattered by the long retreat
Mitau. First there is the main line Siven ground but have held their own from the Dunajec and to build up
running north from Szawle, an excel- seizing the initiative and striking their depleted store of shell and other
lent broad gauge double track. In ad- back as occasion offers. orms of ammunition.
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dition single track, but broad gauge The German losses on this front ln Volhynia, a section of the line
roads, also run in from Libau, and have been appalling. What the *num- lield by the Austrians, there has been
Windau. These roads are also all hers are no one but the Germans severe fighting of a strictly local
connected with a number of high- themselves know, but from the nat- character. Its only result has been
ways, many of which are broad, metal ure of the fighting and the character a heavy casualty list. Of much great-
ed or well macadamed. It therefore, of the térrain the casualty list must er importance, at least from a poli-
offcred every advantage as a base for be almost beyond comprehension. The ^cal standpoint, are the series of 
an attack in force against the Riga, fighting is still continuing, its inten- battles along the Strypa in Galicia.

\ sity unabated, but unless the Ger- This has been the weak spot in the
For weeks the Germans clung to mans are strongly reinforced it is | Teuton line for the past two months, 

this line of advance and succeeded in doubtful if they can do more than- Against it the Russians have been
On the I constantly attacking, usually with 

success, and in prisoners and casual-
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wear suits in that they not only fit and hang well 
when you put them on but continue to do so un
til they are laid aside. >

To turn out such suits it is necessary to have 4 
everyone experts in their line—Knowing their ♦ 
work thoroughly—Having a taste for their work 
—Qualified by Experience and Observation— 
and trained to do such splendid work.

Such Experts are to be found only in our 
Factory trained by a pi a nager who has had over 
25 years Experience in the Chief Clothing Cen
tres of the world.

BECAUSE :—We select only the highest 
J grade wool cloths in
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Jly3^m,eod. »advancing up the Mitau-Riga railroad they have already done, 

as far as the village of Olai, about '"whole, indeed, the campaign based 
half-way between.

tIÏ on
Here, however,. Mitau seemed to offer greater chances ties have taken an exceptionally toll,

the great Tirul marsh interposed and of success than that based on Takum. This section of the line has probably
they were brought to a halt. On one as the distances are shorter and the been drawn on heavily to supply the

railroad communications better, while men needed for Mackensen’s opera-
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aw LET US QUOTE YOU PRICES side, and directly in their front, 
the great marsh, on the other
dense forests, which are themselves tically the same. If the German could I additional advantage.

While the Russians have advanced

was
side the character of the country is prac- I tion in Serbia, thus giving Russia an

;I r 4cut up here and there with smaller not succeed,then, in the drive 
marshes. Every available resource of the southwest the chances 
the Teutons in this section of the field none too rosy for success in their 
were concentrated for the drive, but erations from the west.
the Russians, greatly assisted by the! In the-battles for Dvinsk the Ger-1 point where they have brought any 
topographical features, were equal to man efforts have been if anything} military danger to the Teuton front,
the demand and threw the Teuton more Violent than in the fight for The
armies back as fast as they came up,1 Riga, but the failure before 
inflicting terrible losses in each fight, j has been if anything more definite 

As for the reason of the Russian | and more plainly indicated. The sit- 

success, the map is almost of itself nation, indeed, has been prolonged by 
sufficient explanation. In interpreting the Russians "Until it does not seem 
it, the German methods in attacking if the Germans can succeed unless 
the Russian line must be remembered.’ théy are able to add strong reinforce-1 °f Pr°P°rtion is invariably blunted by
The keystone of the German attack ments, drawn from some of the other ' proximity’ and events that
been their heavy guns. By a concen-'fields. This would practically mean 
tration of these at selected points of the abandonment of activity in that 
attack, the Russians, who had no com-j section from which the 
petitive

fromonb i ♦

♦

from the east bank of the Serut to 
the west bank of the Strypa, their 
successes have not yet reached the

seemedI
i op-
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Teuton line will be in danger 
only when its supply lines are threat- i an■ as :

4
eachDvinsk

ened, and not until the Russian of
fensive imperils Lemberg will the 
Teutons feel any alarm.

The political aspect is, however, 
entirely a different matter.* Our
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INSIST ON BRITISH SUITS.

The right of the 
Russian line rests on the Rumanian 
frontier. Rumanian is seething and, 
if we may judge from reports, but 
little influence is needed to produce 
a declaration of war in favor of the 
Entente. Any Russian success so 
near the frontier will necessarily find 
its reflection in Bucharest, if not to 
the point ôf causing the break at least

1 THE DIRECT AGENCIES LIMITED.
WHOLESALE ONLY.
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reinforce-1 4n, were driven 

thèse points be
anti ments come, for on no front THE ESI* Co., Ltd. ;

Sinnott’s Building, St. John’s.

can
The re-' Germans now draw men without 

suit was the inevitable salient. The siderable danger that their 
most striking example of this was be forced at the weakened point. The 
at Vilna, and all those who have fol- loss in men in front of Dvinsk has 
lowed the eastern campaign at all been great and is being felt, 
closely will remember the creation of 
the Vilna salient and the

ithe line
4

Iline will
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4
4- The battle is still going on as vig

orously as ever, but the fact that the
own w Zl n0t °nly ^0!dinS thei'' I to the extent of stiffening the Ruman-
n, ! â e“gme*:ed ««««*»»- .an attitude toward Germany 
ly counter-attacks, which during the rn,- ^ *• , , ,last week alone enabled them to L The/d,atlona bet_wee° these nations 
capture nearly 10,000 of the enemy ? „ Bot*ewl,at strafied- ^
would Indicate that the Germans ’ * ' by the retusal 0< Rumanla

certalhly not strong enough to carry 
through their programme. * .

The country around Dvinsk, while 
mu©h «better adapted'to military oper
ations that the Riga country,; is never 
the leap fag* from idegj. It is known 
the lake country, and west and south 
of the toWn are numberless 
both large and small, between which 
lie, in some cases, heavy woodland, 
in others the marshes.

very narrow 
escape this part of the Russian line 
had from the trap so carefully pre
pared by the Teutons.

t

We Are Now Buying r

THE BEST IS CHEAPER IN THE ENDIn the offensive against Riga, how
ever, no such methods were possible, 
principally because the Germans were 
restricted by the marshes to an at
tack over a comparatively narrow 
front and also because their big guns 
could not be brought forward much 
beyond the village or Peterhdjf, about 
three miles southwest of Olai, where 
the marshes begin. This limited the 
German attack to guns which could 
be matched by the Russians ; in fact, 
limited it atlmost entirely to infantry 
actions, and the individual Russian 
solder well armed is the èqual of the 
individual German. Once on an equal 
footing with their adversary the Rus- 
siains held their own.
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Order a Case To-dàÿare j to permit the passage of troops and 
I Supplies to Turkey, and within the 

past few days by the Rumanian at.fi- 
I #.ude toward Russia in regard to the
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EVAPORA
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- passage of the Danube. Bo$i sthefce 
" ] decisions Germany resents, aithou#i 1

MILKas not daring to do so openly. If Rus
sia through successes in Galicia 
convince Rumania of her ability fully 
to octiupy Teutons now in Galicia so 
that Rumania need not far an

, , sion a long step wUl have been taken
he Germans are nearest the town toward inducing Rumania to enter 

on the west and northwest. Their the
only means of attack, however, from j -,_______ _______ _
either of these directions is absolute- A Hun Bip Van Winkle.
Iy frontal. No opportunity is offered _____ _
to turn the Russian line and flank it Baron Mumm von Schwarzenstein 
out of position. The screen of the solemnly declares that the 
Dvina Rjyer, which is for the most 1 Foreign Office, SMtiglgdna 

in ^Russian hands, lias proveb J service department.
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* Seeing the futility of their attacks 
i along the Mitau-Riga line the German 

offensive shifted further south to the 
Vilna-Lida-Vileika triangle. In this 
triangle it seemed that the Russiaita 
were trapped beyond the possibility of
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